VIDYASAGAR UNIVERSITY
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B.A. Honours Examinations 2021
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Semester - II
Subject: HISTORY
Paper : GE 2-T
Science and Empire
Full Marks : 60
Time : 3 Hours
Candidates are required to give their answers in their own
words as far as practicable.
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
Answer any four of the following:

4×15=60

1.

Give an account of the scientific activities in India during the Company era.

2.

Discuss the role of the European Missionaries in the development of modern science
in India.

3.

How did the British use science as a means of profit-making in colonial India ?

4.

How has the spread of Western science in the colonies been variously explained?

5.

Write a short note on the evolution of the Calcutta Medical College.

6.

Write an essay on the contributions of the Bose Institute towards the nationalist science
in India.

7.

Discuss the contribution of Acharya Prafulla Chandra Roy to the development of
research in fundamental science in India..

8.

Analyze the attitude of M. K. Gandhi towards modern science

[Santali Version]
jahaN ge punya. kukli reyag Tela jiliq Te ol me - 15 × 4 = 60
1.

kompa.ni jugx re bHaroT
reyag karon ko em me|

re

biggyanik

ka.mi

hora

2.

bHaroT re nahag biggyan reyag uTna.w baboT
irOpiyan misonarij kowag mohoT baboT alOconay me|

3.

kOlOni bHaroT re oka leka britis ko biggyan jinis
Te labH arjaw ko koraw leg_a|

4.

juDa._juDa. Oka leka Te pucHim biggyan kOlOni pasnaw
lena bornonay me|

5.

kOlkaTa medikel kOlejx reyag ma.n aNkaw baboT miD
tika. ol me|

6.

bHaroT re Disom lekaTe biggyan reyag bOs sofsTHan
lekaTe enem baboT miD onol ol me|

7.

bHaroT re buniya.D biggyan kHoNDron uTna.w re acarjo
propHullo conDro ray ag enem baboT alOconay me|

8.

nahag biggyan pahta Te em. ke. sganDHiyag monemoTlob ko borninay me|
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